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cisco secure acs is a central authentication server for authentication of remote users against a centralized identity repository. an administrator can configure the cisco asa to use a
cisco secure acs server that is a tacacs+ server or a cisco secure acs server. the cisco secure acs server can be a cisco secure acs server, a tacacs+ server, or a third-party identity
provider. remote users can be configured with user names, passwords, and other authentication attributes. a remote user can be defined as any remote user that is not associated

with a tacacs+ or cisco secure acs server. a remote user can be associated with more than one cisco secure acs server. the licensing feature enables you to install a set of
permanent and time-based activation keys. each key can activate a set of features on the asa and their enabled license is called a license group. the number of available licenses
for each license group are determined by the number of permanent activation keys that are installed on the asa. when the permanent activation key is activated, it permanently
activates the feature set enabled by the key. when the permanent key expires, the asa reverts to the previous license group, which is why you may need to re-apply a permanent
key to activate the feature set enabled by the previous key. cisco asa software is compatible with the following types of network appliances: firewalls network intrusion prevention
systems (nips) network-based intrusion detection systems (nids) content-control appliances virtual private networks (vpn) network address translation (nat) network address/port

translation (napt)
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